
Notes on Queries 
 
Qus 1-10 
Qu1: caeteris paribus: all things being equal 
Qu4: suggests that the bend might start before light enters the refracting body. [this prolly refers to 

his aether pressure ideas…] 
heat, short distance forces to explain refraction and diffraction, heated bodies emit light due to 

vibrating parts, … motions explain all the strange light effects from rotting fish and weird sea 
water and black cats… [static electric sparks described- called “electric Vapour” on p. 341]… 
fire is heat and light emission,  

Qu10: gunpowder: spirit of the nitre rushes out and expands… explosion.  Explosions are when 
things are heated and vaporize very quickly, converted into a Fume and Vapour, this action 
creates heat which shines as a flame. 

Qus 11-13 
Stars as really hot, burning planets; low pressure lower boiling point; light vibrations determine 

color like sound vibrations determine pitch;  
Qu 14 
Color harmony due to proportions of vibrations much like music accoustic theory 
Qu 15 
images from eyes unite… sensorium mentioned.  Fish and other animals with independent eyes do 

not necessarily have a united image 
Qu 16 
Push on your eye and see colors.  Describes what I imagine to be playing with sticks from a fire at 

night and the light trails that we see.  
Qu 17 
N seems to describe wave and ray/particle theory of light… interacting between themselves.  
Qu 18 
thermometer in vacuum responds to thermometer not in vacuum similarly suggesting that some 

subtle spirit is vibrating… what we call heat… and also this medium is for light too… This 
medium must be much more subtle and elastic than air. 

 
Both thermometers respond to temperature changes. 

N suggests that this implies some sort of subtle ether to carry heat vibrations. 
He suggests that this ether is present throughout all the heavens. [See Ficino] 

Qu 20 
 N describes his light bending (refraction) theory… a curve due to aether pressure differentials.  



Qu 21 
N explains how aether density could explain gravitational attraction and refraction and other 

mysterious forces.  
For gravity is seems to be a pressure idea.  Low pressure aether, as is found in bodies and stars and 

the like, suck in bodies.  Bodies are sort of pressured or squeezed out of high pressure areas like 
in outer space and towards low pressure/density aether zones like in the bodies of stars and 
planets. 

N figures that the elasticity of an aether must be about 4,900,000,000,000 = 4.9 x 10^12 times more 
elastic than that of air.  Newton imagines that the vibrations of the aether must actually move 
faster than the light itself. 

Qu 22 
The aether must be exceedingly rare… it offers almost no resistance like water or air do. 
Qu 23 
Rays of light excite visual sense organ… vibrations propogated via optick nerves to the Sensorium.  

[N seems to use “place of Sensation” as a synonym for Sensorium in this passage.] 
Qu 24 
Animal Motion also performed by vibration of this medium… nerves carry the vibrations (in this 

medium) to the muscles.  [Not all that diff from Descartes.] 
 
Qu 28 
p. 362:  
Pressure without motion of a material wouldn’t be able to affect matter… [heat couldn’t act without 

being somehow material. This is clearly an attack on Descartes’ theory of pressure light.] 
If light was instantaneous motion then it would also have infinite force. It would also diffract 

horribly and not project like it appears to do, with solid edge shadows.   
 
N points out that gravity acts downwards but the pressure that water has due to gravity is in all 

directions. [This is part of the problem in understanding pressure.]  This is how sound waves 
(pressure waves) propagate in all directions… this is why we can hear sounds with barriers 
blocking the source from the listener.  Sound waves go out and diffuse in all directions.   

p. 363: 
But light, N claims, does not bend around things like sound does.  The clearly travels in straight 

lines and casts sharp shadows.  [The concept of a sound shadow is not even really reasonable.] 
What little diffraction there is in light is due to N’s ether density theory, not some pressure issue 

like with sound.  [Therefore light must have a material compontent] 
 
Light as simply waves in a medium is not reasonable… waves go around corners… light 

doesn’t.  Sound and water waves bend all over the place.  
  
p. 366 pendula experments for density, and resistance.  Feathers fall as fast as lead in a vacuum 

chamber.  The air gets rarer and rarer with altitude as Boyle has shown. 
p. 367 N figures how much rarer air pressure must be at various altitudes. 
p. 369 The natural philospopher should not “feign hypotheses.” They should work from phenomina 

to get at causes until they get to the first cause which will, no doubt, be non-mechanical. 
The ancients proposed atoms, space and some sort of gravity.  First cause cannot be 

mechanical.What is in a vacuum? How does gravity act across it? Why don’t stars collide with 



one another? Why are animals so complex and for what ends? [teleology again]  Was the eye 
created to see?  the ear to hear?   

p. 370 Animal senses part.  [this is the missing tanquam (as it were) part] Sensory of Animals is 
the place where the “sensitive substance” is present and the “sensible species of things” via the 
nerves … when present in the sensory… perception. 

Qu 29 
Rays of light made of small bodies… this explains why light doesn’t bend into shadows. 
Heat like gravity in its action at a distance.  … explains refraction as attraction idea. 
p. 372 colors due to different sized light particles.  Violet refracted the most because it is the 

smallest or lightest.  These particles seem to vibrate and emit these vibrations ahead of 
themselves… 

 
Qu 30 
Are matter and light interconvertable?  [This seems rather big] Of course if light is a particle, this 

isn’t all that big. 
Alchemical observation: Water is not apt to shine.  Boyle has shown that Water can be distilled into 

an “Earth” which can be heated and it will emit light. 
N mentions the phases of water: liquid, air, stone… 
Earth becomes fire by heat… with cold back to Earth.  [N is clearly still in the chemical world of 

Aristotle… and alchemy] 
He mentions the many, many forms of Mercury. 
eggs to animals 
“All Birds, Beasts… Trees… grow out of Water and watry Tinctures and Salts…”  If these strange 

things can happen, why not, asks N, why can’t a body change in to light and vice versa? 
 
Qu 31 (excerpts) 
salt of tartar = potassium carbonate = potash, which is the water soluable part of wood ash [from 

wood ash.. used to make soap… used to make lye…] 
p. 376 Actions at a distance from bodies… Magneticism, Gravity, and Electricity… may be more 

attractions than these…? 
There may be attractions that only happen at really small distances… [Boscovich clearly read this 

part closely.] 
lots of alchemical observations in first part. 
p. 388 some suggest “hooked atoms” to explain cohesion.  N prefers some short range attractive 

force… but has no mechanical theory for why. [Another part for Boscovich to latch onto- short 
range attractive forces.] 

p. 389 Hard bodies are the constituant parts of all matter… including light. Impenetrability. 
 

about 10 pages skipped [I should really put these back in.] 
 

p. 398 In theory truly hard bodies upon collision will stop.  “Motion is more apt to be lost than got, 
and is always on the decay.”  [This is Newton’s idea that it takes God to keep motion 
happening.]  N also describes the issue of a collision between two perfectly hard bodies.  They 
would stop.  His example is lead, which is clearly quite dense.   

p. 399 any vortex theory would have to slow down.  No other conceivable way.  The world is 
always decreasing… winding down.  



The motions that we see have their birth in gravity and fermentation.   
 
p. 400 “God … form’d matter in solid, massy, hard, impenetrable, moveable Particles, of such sizes 

and figures, and with such other properties, and in such proportion to space, as most conduced to 
the End for which he form’d them…” [teleology again suggested] 

p. 401 the particles have a Vis inertiae.  The occult forces such as Gravity are not occult but are 
laws of nature.  [It not weird, it’s just how things are.]  To rely on occult principles is 
meaningless, but investigations of phenomena and the discovery of general principles will get us 
closer and closer to true causes. That’s the point isn’t it, is the inplied question by N. 

p. 402 God set up the world and matter and all that.  No more theory of creation is necessary… no 
emergence from chaos and all that…  No reliance on blind fate and chance.  God did it with a 
plan.  The planetary beauty, the symmetry of life forms… it must be by God. 

p. 402 God acts in his Sensorium like we act in our mind-space.  He thinks it and it is.  [God thinks 
therefore we are.]  Newton describes the same God Sensorium passage as he did in an earlier 
query on p. 370 qu. 28. 

God, God, God. 
 
p. 404 N outlines theory verification.  “Method of analysis.”   
 
 
 
 



Notes on General Scholium from 1713 
 
Kepler’s 3rd law is hard to make work with vortex theory. 
All the mini-vortices necessary for the local motions of the planets are hard to reconcile with the 

larger motions around the sun. 
The highly eliptical motions of comets interescting and passing through so many vortices seems 

impossible. 
 
N considers the vacuum of outer space and the lack of resistance for motions.  Cites Boyle’s 

vacuum experiments.  
Gravitational theory explains how the planets maintain their orbits but does not explain how things 

started. 
 
All solar system orbits (moons included) are nearly in the same plane.  This cannot be explained by 

the physics.  The comets do not seem to stick to the plane.  Must be a higher intellegence.  N 
speculates about other systems like our own in the fixed stars.   

 
N defines God: He has dominion over all, plus he is eternal, infinite, perfect, omnipotent, 

omniscient… omnipresent virtually and substantially.  [Interesting that N uses the word 
“infinity” as if a number of sorts.] N emphasizes His active presence.   

 
Humans cannot understand Him.  He is not just fate and nature, He had dominion, providence and 

final causes. 
 
Newton writes in [4]: “All that diversity of natural things which we find suited to different times 

and places could arise from nothing but the ideas and will of a Being necessarily existing.”  This 
sounds like super teleology to me. 

 
We refer to God using metaphor because that is all we have, it is our only frame of reference. 
 
Gravity proceeds from the quantity of matter.  Gravity decreases 1/r^2.   
 
N “frames no hypotheses” concerning the cause of gravity.  Hypotheses have no place in 

experimental phil.  All must come from inductive reasoning. 
 
After saying that hypotheses are no good, he proceeds to discuss the “most subtle Spirit which 

pervades and lies his in all gross bodies.”  Used to explain cohesion, electricity, light emission, 
and effects, heat, and all sensation, animal motions, … “by the vibrations of this Spirit.”   

 
 
 
 

 


